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Abstract. The complicated star formation history of the most massive
globular cluster in our Galaxy - w Centauri - is seen as a presence of an
asymmetric spatial distribution of two stellar populations having differ-
ent ages and metallicities. The cluster hosts the largest known sample of
Population II l5 Sct variables, or SX Phcenicis stars, which are valuable
Galactic and extragalactic distance estimators. We discuss the applicabil-
ity of these variables for estimating distances to the cluster, and compare
different techniques for the critical identifications of oscillation modes.

1. Introduction

Pulsating variables are good distance estimators, as demonstrated among others
by Walker et al. (2001) for the Magellanic Clouds, McNamara (2000a) for the
Carina galaxy and w Cen, and McNamara et al. (2000b) for the Galactic bulge.
The class of SX Phe stars seems to be very precise for this purpose, as pre-
dicted from theoretical (e.g. Petersen & Christensen-Dalsgaard 1996, 1999) and
empirical investigations. Furthermore, when including colour terms in period-
luminosity (PL) relations, the scatter in the derived absolute magnitudes reduces
significantly. For Pop. I l5 Set stars Petersen & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1999)
determined the following theoretical PLCZ-relation:

Mbol == -3.785 log ITo -12.179IogTe - 0.277 [Fe/H] + 44.837 (1)

with an intrinsic scatter of ± Q?l026. Mbol is the bolometric magnitude and ITo
is the period of the fundamental radial mode. Similarly, by taking into account
smaller periods, lower [Fe/H] and higher T e , we derive for the Pop. II stars:

M bol == -3.765 log ITo - 12.224 log T e - 0.114 [Fe/H] + 45.205 (2)

with an intrinsic scatter of ± Q?l021.
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2. Period-Luminosity relations and pulsation modes
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The period ITo in Eqs. 1 and 2 may be obtained by (i) using theoretical period
ratios to identify modes for stars oscillating in two radial modes, or (ii) alterna-
tively, one may locate linear sequences in PL-diagrams for several mono-periodic
variables and identify the modes from period ratios between such sequences or
from single stars with known modes. For SX Phe stars, corrections for metallic-
ity and temperature (PLZC-relations) are necessary. McNamara (2000a, 2000b)
identified modes for 32 SX Phe stars in w Cen with the 'diagram-sequence'
method (ii) using additional criteria like a subjective "asymmetry index". He
derived a true distance modulus of 14~0 for the cluster.

To verify McNamara's (2000a) distance modulus and check his mode identi-
fications, we combined the modes with V - I colours (Kaluzny et al. 1996, 1997)
and own B - V colours in Eq. 2. Based on standard evolutionary tracks, the
surface gravity was fixed for all stars to logg == 4.15±0.15. Most stars in w Cen
have metallicities of -2.0 to -1.4 dex (Hilker et al. 2000), so we fixed [Fe/H]
to -1.7 dex, corresponding to ~07 uncertainty in the absolute magnitude. We
derived temperatures with simple colour-temperature transformations, which
contributes with errors of ~06. B - V temperatures are more abundance sen-
sitive than V - I and therefore less suited for our assumed metallicity. B - V
colours were only available for 10 stars, for which we identified modes by shifting
the HIPPARCOS PL-relation by Petersen & Dalsgaard (1999, their Eq. 4) to
locations of two doublemode stars (Petersen et al. 2000).

In general, we confirm McNamara's (2000a) mode identifications. We find
the median distance moduli: (m - M)o == 13~75 ± 0.18 mag and 13~7± 0.3 mag
for V - I and B - V colours respectively. The errors are considerable but do
not.exclude McNamara's value. The available photometry of the variables does
not provide mean colors and abundance estimates accurate enough to include
colour terms in the PLRs. The most precise distance modulus for w Cen, based
on PLRs, is thus McNamara's (2000a) value.
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